


Welcome to the November issue of Tarot Unveiled, 

We have a wonderfully interesting newsletter this month and it is all FREE! We also 
have some very interesting activities coming up in January and the New Year so you 
don’t want to miss out on those too. 

We begin a timing study soon with our ITF members, we are combining traditional 
Astrological associations with Tarot and using the Moon phases for additional insight. 
So far, it is proving an interesting system but the Study will give us more clarification to 
the accuracy. 

December will see the ‘Tarot Tidings’ return to our Facebook Tarot Study Group with a 
one month long of Shadow work for the New year. 

The CARTA awards will soon be buzzing with excitement as the committee prepares to 
announce the nominees. 

We would also like to welcome Beth Rennie to our Admin team here at the ITF, she 
brings a wonderful energy to the team as well as her knowledge, we are very happy to 
have her with us. 

All there is for me to add is make  yourself comfortable with a tea/ coffee or whatever 
your preference is …..and enjoy! 

Lara 

Blessings from 
All of us at the ITF! 

 All content of this Newsletter ‘Tarot Unveiled’ is subject to  Copyright Laws  Copyright © 2016 
International Tarot Foundation. All rights reserved. 



 A Question of Love and Personal Perspective 

By Lara Houston 

As readers, we are often asked for clarification of feelings of another person in our 
client’s life. 
I find that love, as a feeling, is so difficult 
to define, some people do not know how 
to love or what love really is or what it is 
supposed to feel like. 

'How does he feel about Does he Love me? ‘............... 
is the million dollar question 
That question in itself is so broad, what 
we need to do is to look more so at 
elements of the reading that will express 
the energy of how the other partner, 
communicates and considers the other. 

We can gain significant insight from the reactions of two people within a situation that 
may be played out within a Tarot reading. 
Imagine that we see the Knight of Swords coming up is an ‘Issue’ position and more so 
if there is a theme of intolerance or selfish thoughts.  
We can see how arguments develop and then one has to question how the two people 
are communicating. 
If we have a King of Pentacles representing one of the partner’s then his way of 
showing love to his partner may well be by working hard and supporting them. Providing 
all the home comforts will be his expression of love and of course loyalty. 
Now let’s consider the emotional Cups cards, we all like to see the positive Water 
element within our readings but how much staying power is there and do they show us 
how someone loves? 
At the onset of a new relationship, there is often an initial surge of excitement, mixed 
with infatuation, we can’t say this is love but it could be the initial phase of a loving 
relationship or not. 
Maybe there is more value to looking at the interactions between two people, 
commitment,kindness, attraction, loyalty and a meeting of the minds may be what we 
need to looking for. 



A relationship with grounding and longevity rather than an 8 of Wands, that fires into 
action and then fizzles away. 
Maybe we need to take a different approach than simply looking for love cards because 
let’s be honest, it really isn’t as simple as that. 
Each and every Tarot card has a dual energy, a shadow energy and can be ‘ill 
dignified’, so too much comes down to interpretation and that interpretation being 
correct. 
In respect of this, I tend to not look into the very closed potential of ‘Does he/she love 
me? And instead advise that I can look at a general overview of the conditions of a 
relationship and this can reflect how the partner may be feeling. 

The energy of a relationship within a reading can tell us so very much and if you client is 
already asking how her or his partner feels about her or him then something is amiss. 
It is a general understanding for most individuals who are in a current relationship to 
already have a pretty good idea how the other feels, by how they are considered and 
treated by the other. 
Feelings that are coming into question are often the relationships that are absolutely 
new or one that is fizzling out so there is a lack of clarity. 
A great spread for reading in regards to a relationship is the Celtic Cross, it has 
wonderfully insightful positions that enable us as a reader to offer clarity to a confused 
mind. 
The positions are such that they reflect the influencing energies, the environment, 
where the situation led from, to and what is coming up. 
Another thought is to go through your Tarot deck, with a journal, pick out all the cards 
that you feel have a positive energy to them between two people. 
Temperance, the King of Pentacles, the Queen of Pentacles, 6 of Pentacles, Ace of 
Cups, just to name a few. 
Temperance will help with compromise, the King will be loyal and hardworking, the 
Queen will be caring and loyal. The 6 of Pentacles will try to find balance and be 
thoughtful whilst the Ace of Cups will always find forgiveness, understanding and 
kindness for the other 
Look at the potential of each of the cards, consider their benefit within a relationship 
between two people and develop your feel for this. 



  Tarotscopes

 By Sandra Geddes 

Aries - While it’s always good 
to be optimistic Aries, there 
are some hopes and plans 
that can prove to be out of 
reach even for someone with 
your willpower. This month 
you may need to let go of a 
goal that has passed its sell 
by date and move on to 
something new. You’re not 
giving up, just shifting focus. 
Death/The Star  

Taurus - You have made a lot of effort to get where you are Taurus, blood and sweat 
have gone into something you wanted to achieve. Don’t give up now. Keep in control, 
you have too much to lose by letting your progress go on a whim or moment of 
weakness.  
Strength/ 9 of Wands 

Gemini - Are you daydreaming again Gemini? Pull your head out of the clouds this 
month and decide which of your many schemes you want to pursue. Yes, just the one. 
Ok maybe 2 as it’s you ;) You can have the success you dream of, you just need to put 
your mind to it and have your heart in it.  
6 of Wands/7 of Cups  

Cancer - If you’ve been feeling in a bit a rut lately you should start to feel a new lease of 
energy this month Cancer. Exciting! You will need to decide where to direct it though if 
you want to move forwards rather than sideways!  
Page of Wands/The Chariot 



Leo -  Could that be romance in the air for you Leo or are you just looking in the mirror 
at your fine self again? Enjoy a little quality time doing something fun with someone you 
love to be around this month, even if that is just you!  
Two of Cups/King of Wands 

Virgo - News could be coming your way this month that will have questioning your next 
move. This looks like a bit of a crossroads for you Virgo so channel that inner Hermit 
and choose wisely.  
Two of Wands/Page of Cups 

Libra - Sometimes what we’re looking for is right in front of our eyes. You may miss out 
on something you have been searching for this month Libra if you are not careful. We’re 
rarely handed our wishes on a plate, or in a cup in this case, but it looks like you are 
about to be if you are open to receiving it.  
4 of Cups/Knight of Cups  

Scorpio -   You are absolutely bubbling with creative energy at the moment, so what is 
stopping you from indulging it Scorpio? While it’s good to have boundaries and keep 
ourselves controlled it won’t hurt you to be a little more fluid and flexible. Go with the 
flow and let that guard down a little.  
The Emperor/Ace of Cups  

Sagittarius - I know you are a worrier Sagittarius but you could be holding yourself 
back from a good time time month. Stop being a negative nelly and start accepting 
those birthday night out invites. You’ll have a ball, promise!  
8 of Swords/ 3 of Cups  



Capricorn - Patience with a side of moderation looks to be the order of the month for 
you Capricorn. Good things come to those who wait. It may also be wise to avoid 
spending too much of your hard worked for cash in the sales. Balance is key.  
Temperance/ 7 of Pentacles 

Aquarius -   This looks to be a happy month for you Aquarius with any family or home 
disharmony a thing of the past. Perhaps this due to the little darlings going back to 
school? Regardless of why, enjoy the joy while it lasts.  
The Sun/6 of Pentacles  

Pisces - This month could be a bit bumpy Pisces as the Tower tend to shake things up 
a little. You may need to change the tentative approach you’ve been talking to a 
situation and be more decisive before the decision is made for you.  
The Tower/Knight of Pentacles 



 Surviving as an Empath 
In today’s emotional world 

By Beth Rennie 

In today’s emotionally charged environment it can be harder than ever to function in 
everyday life. We may be becoming even more sensitive, but we still have to interact 
with others and earn a living to pay our way in society.   
I personally have days where I just want to hide from the world and forget all the 
upheaval that is going on.  

 How to deal with the sometimes crushing emotional energy, 
thankfully there are several ways to do this.  

• Daily Meditation
There are many good meditations out there to help us stay focused and able to
deal with the energies that are swirling around. I personally have found that
writing my own mediation and saying the words into the recorder myself (with
background music) seems to work best for me. The reason why is I know the
things that are bothering me the most and can address those issues directly.

• Grounding Exercises
Grounding is always a great way to deal with feeling scattered and disconnected.
One of the techniques I use is to sit quietly for just a moment and focus on my
breath. Once my breathing has evened out I begin to picture a large cord
extended from my root chakra and going into the earth which I then attach to the
center of the earth by wrapping it around an iron bar that is located there.
I have helped some people who have had issues with being that grounded by
helping them to visualize themselves as a tree,  a willow tree works well since it
is strong, but flexible.
So you can feel grounded without feeling confined.
As you can see there are several things you can do to feel grounded, it is a
matter of finding what resonates with you working with it.



• Saging
If you work from home or in a space that is private you can burn sage in your
space, which will help you to clear out other energies and reclaim the space.
There are many forms of cleansing a space, so if you have to share a space they
can be used. Florida water sprayed in your area can work. Maybe before other
people show up for work.

• Wearing Protective Crystals/Stones
You can also use chimes and crystals that you could place inside your desk or
work environment. (For more info on Crystals Please refer to The book of Stones
by Robert Simmons)

• Candle magic/protection
Start by writing out your intentions for lighting the candle. Choose the color that
resonates with you. Light it speaking your intentions out loud and with intent.
allow the candle to burn until it completely burns out. This is a very simplistic
form of candle magic. For more detailed candle magic please check out some
candle magic books, Wicca Candle Spells: Simple Magick Spells and Rituals that
Work Fast by Milla Walsh

• Visualization
Visualization of a protective boundary will help and can be done at anytime
quickly, Some people respond to a pyramid with mirrors facing out to repel any
unwanted energy. I personally use a permeable bubble as I work with spirit on a
regular basis and want to allow some of the energies to come in, but only those
of the highest good for all involved. There are many ways to do this, a brick wall,
one person I helped settled on a mesh filter like substance. There are no wrong
or right ways to do this. Whatever works for you is the right way.

• Cleansing Baths/Showers
Taking cleansing baths at the end of each day can go a long way in helping to
keep your aura cleansed from all the negativity.
Using epsom salt or a specially prepared cleansing bath bomb that you purchase
will do the same thing.
Spend at least 15 min soaking in the tub of salt water, using a visualization of
cleaning the energy of the day off. After the 15 min. or longer then stand up
under the shower and allow the clean water to wash any residue off.

You can skip the bath if you do not have access to a tub. Using a bath/shower
soap and add a small amount of salt scrub all of yourself and visualize the
energy that has stuck to you, washing down the drain.



• Aromatherapy
Aromatherapy is another way to fight the pull of all the outside energy. You can
use a nice mix of oils you can prepare yourself or buy something ready made for
calm and cleansing. For the sake of this article I would advise using the internet
and google to find the Scents that would work for you.

• Reiki
If you have been attuned to Reiki it is an ideal way to reach a calm and collected
feeling. If you have not been attuned to Reiki I would advise seeking out your
local Reiki share and learning more about it. Being attuned to Reiki level one is a
must for everyone. This would allow you to work with the Reiki energy for
yourself. Please reach out to your local Reiki Master and find out more.

• Guides/Angels/Connection to Spirit
I know that some people have not met their Guides/Angels/and Spirit, I would
advise everyone to search for that connection. If you are having a problem
believing or visualizing them that is ok you still only need to call on them for help
and they will be there. They will not interfere unless you ask, so ask. Be specific
in what you want from them and just allow it.

• Chakra Work
Working with your chakras on a regular basis is a good way to keep yourself
grounded and clear.  I combine this with meditation and have written a
grounding meditation that works well.
Voice record the meditation on a recorder and listen when you need a reminder.

This is a short meditation and can be used anywhere with your headphones on.

As with everything we learn, do 
and hear, please use what 
works for you and leave the 
rest.  
Not everything will work for 
everyone, so it is our 
responsibility to find what works 
for us.  
Remember, there is not right or 
wrong way only the best way 
for yourself.



Chakra Grounding Meditation 

By Beth Rennie 
www.BethRennie.com 
info@BethRennie.com 

You can read this meditation into a recording device to keep on hand when you need a few 
moments to center yourself. 

-Make yourself comfortable and take a deep breath, then release the breath slowly.

-Take another breath feeling all the muscles in your legs relax, as you release the
breath slowly in and out.

-Now imagine yourself in the place that you are the happiest and most comfortable.

-We are now going to imagine a brilliant cord attached to our Root Chakra, we can
see that this cord goes down into the earth and attaches to a bar of pure iron in the
center of the earth, This will hold us firmly in place in this present moment.

-Take a deep breath and release it slowly, as you envision the green energy of the
Earth move up through the soles of your feet, feel the energy as it moves into your
knees.

-Feeling the energy as it moves up through your hips and into your Root Chakra as
it expands and Cleanses you, you feel grounded and safe.

-Now allow the energy to move up through your Sacral Chakra Cleansing you and
expanding your ability to create and to feel joy.

-Take a deep Breath and exhale slowly allowing the energy to flow into your    Solar
Plexus Chakra, taking a moment to allow the energy to cleanse your Solar Plexus,



giving you back your personal power and releasing judgement of self, allowing you 
to manifest your reality. 

-Slowly take a deep breath and exhale allowing the energy to move into your
Heart Chakra allow the energy to expand and feel the love that mother earth has
for you. Know that you can give that love and never be depleted.
Watch as the green energy expands and fills your heart chakra to its fullest spinning
in just the right direction.

-Now take a breath and exhale, moving the energy from the earth up to your Throat
Chakra. Opening it to allow you to speak your truth with the love generated from
your heart.

-Take a breath and release it as you also release the energy that has been holding you
back from your highest good.

-As the energy moves up into your Third Eye Chakra it will allow your perception
of reality to grow. Visualizing the life you want to live and moving into your
intuitive abilities. Seeing beyond this dimension and into all the dimensions.

-Take a slow deep breath and as you release it also release the fear of what you
might see. Moving the earth energy into your Crown Chakra opening your
connection with divine.

(Repeat the following Speaking slowly) 
- I am one with the universe, I am Consciously living my Divine purpose, I am open
to My highest good and the abundance of the universe.

-Take another Breath releasing it as you release your expectations of what is and
what should be.



-As the earth energy moves out into the universe we want to welcome the divine
energy of the universe into our Crown Chakra, this energy is a beautiful iridescent
color with sparkles of all colors. It holds all the mysteries of the universe.

-Take a deep breath and exhale slowly as the earth energy and the divine universal
energy meet.

- As they flow together back through each of our Chakras, the Crown Chakra,
breathing in between each chakra as it moves into your Third Eye Chakra, then
slowly breathing in....and out... 
it moves into your Throat Chakra then down into your Heart Chakra as it slows 
down it swirls around, lighting and cleansing your heart.  
Breathing in....and out... it moves into your Solar Plexus Chakra, 
then slowly....moving into your Sacral Chakra, breath in...and out... moving the 
divine energy into your Root Chakra. 
Twining the energy together to form a beautiful column of light spiraling in green 
and iridescent energy. 

-Imagine yourself completely illuminated from the inside out with this column of
light.

-I would like for you to envision the combined lights making a fountain out of the
top of your head and each of your hands, as the energy flows all around you it begins
to form a protective shield.

-This shield will protect you from anything that is not for your highest good.

-Now that you are grounded, protected and filled with energy, you can come back to
this room while maintaining this column inside you and the grounding cord attached
to the earth with your shield swirling around you totally protected.

-Take three slow deep breaths exhaling slowly, begin to move your toes and fingers
as you feel yourself moving in your body. When you are ready open your eyes. 



   Pearl Annie’s Report 
              Event: - Time for Tarot  30/10/16 

Oh wow! It’s actually the night before Halloween, and here in Australia the morning of               
Beltane, so blessings to you all. I got to sleep in later this morning because of the                 
adjusted time differences. How apt for this study! Outside the classroom door, as I              
anxiously waited in line, I noticed that Libby Jones had already sneaked in; hiding under               
the table and marking her very own exclusive position. I was very lucky to have my                

friend Paisley Moon save me a      
seat in the front row. I hoped not to         
be too close to Kathleen, she      
seemed to attract spiders for some      
reason.  
Perhaps it had something to do      
with Halloween? 
The study started with a bang and       
a wonderful show of attendees;     
their curious energy flooding the     
room. Timing is a very difficult      
area in the tarot, and there are so        
many ways or systems to     
embrace. I consider consistency to     
be the key. If it works for you,        

then it’s worth hanging onto and developing. Personally,I found the inclusion of timing             
within a question as being the most simplest of all, and can’t wait to see how else I can                   
enhance my timing skills!  
I also associate timing with prediction or forecasting, after all I am reading into the               
future? As we all know, the future is not set in stone, and there are so many contributing                  
factors that can bring variance.  
 Believe it or not, “thought”  alone can be manifested to bring changes…. 

So the way you think after a reading, can actually have you thinking more clearly about                
the situation and improving the outcome.  

We learned that both the Major and Minor Arcanum have astrology attributions, and that              
the pips correspond to the zodiac decans. So timing can be narrowed down to about 10                
days with the suited pips numbered 2-10, however, the Aces will direct you more              
towards the seasons.  

But I have to say, the most insightful information of all was Lara’s suggestion of using                
moon phases…I can’t give away too much, as the Study Group is a member’s privilege, 



but who would have thought? She put together an illuminating package, including a             
timing spread with shrewd positions and some correspondence proposals. We are all            
very excited to see this spread in action and look forward to working with it more online. 

Overall this month’s study session was a great eye opener. It incited so much interest,               
and unleashed a number of questions from the attending scholars. The team            
announced they would have a much more methodical approach in its “Time for Tarot”              
over the coming months. But for now, all our senses are delightfully tingling with              
awareness and the urge to learn more.  

Well worth joining up and becoming a subscribed member of the International Tarot             
Foundation. So don’t just think about it, do it! For one low membership price, the               
benefits are abundant. 

If you are interested in the ITF and the next study on time and Tarot then why not 
become a member and you can join the timing study too, click the link below. 

ITF Membership Information 

http://internationaltarotfoundation.com/join-the-foundation/


  Death and Donuts 
 My report of the UK Tarot Conference 

   By Sandra Geddes 

Friday October 14th  
I woke early that morning as excited as if it were Christmas. The day had finally arrived 
and after months of anticipation I was soon to be heading to my first Tarot conference! I 
was also rather nervous. Some of the best Tarot authors, artists and speakers in the 
world were going to be there! I was also going to get to meet my friend and ITF team 
member, Annie Dunlop, who was flying in from Australia. I really couldn’t wait!  

I checked into my hotel later that afternoon with my hubby who was accompanying me 
for the weekend and we made our way to the venue for the beginning of the evening 
session. I was armed with a couple of decks, notebooks 
and lots of pens!  

After trying to get into the building through the wrong doors 
as only we could, we found our way to the registration 
desk. We were met by our hostess Kim Arnold with name 
badges and a very generous goody bag.  The running 
theme of the conference this year was ‘Death’ as it was 
year 13.  

The room was already full of Tarot enthusiasts as there 
had been an afternoon masterclass with John and Caitlin 
Matthews on creating your own Tarot deck. This had been 
followed by a talk on near death experiences by Richard 
Abbot, neither of which we were able to make but have 
heard were excellent from those who did.  

We were quickly spotted by a friend from our facebook 
study group and said a few hellos to familiar faces on our way to sit with her as the 
evening began. We would have to peruse the heaving merchandise tables later!  We 
settled into our seats and after a welcoming introduction from Kim, we were handed 



over to Wicca Meir-Spring who had joined us all the way from the Hexenmuseum : the 
Museum of Witchcraft and Magic, in Switzerland. Wicca took us through a lovely 
opening blessing of our cards including the four elements.  
For our first talk of the evening, Ciro Marchetti took us through some interesting and 
humorous insights into his new deck ‘Tarot Decoratif,’ along with the business side of 
the Tarot industry in general, before causing chaos and table climbing by throwing cards 
at us to catch for prizes, which made for a very entertaining start to things. 

After that, we needed some Tarot Therapy and Steve Hounsome was only too happy to 
oblige with a talk on using the energy of the cards as a therapeutic tool. We also 
explored the energy of the Death card with a meditation that I found quite a profound 
and moving experience.  

Our final talk of the evening was a short workshop with 
Wicca on Tarot spells and a little history of the subject. We 
tried a couple of little spell spreads out as examples and 
discussed which decks and cards are best suited for magic 
and which should be avoided. The 10 of Swords is always a 
big no no!  

The creators of the new English Magic Tarot, Rex Van Ryn, 
Steve Dooley and Andy Letcher were up next with the 
official launch of their deck. We watched a video on the 
concept behind the deck and had the chance to ask 
questions as they each spoke about their part in the decks 
creation. The deck was also available for purchase and 
signing afterwards.  

Kim Arnold has a personal ideal that anyone who wishes to attend the conference 
should be able to do so regardless of finances and to that end a bursary is made 
available each year. This is partially funded by an auction of special goodies from Tarot 
wine to rare decks and prints.  

Complimentary nibbles and drinks were served in the next room with a little time to 
socialise and shop before the auction began. I did give in to one deck purchase out of 
all the temptation available. I also won two very nice items from the auction, one of 
which is a Yule gift for Lara, so shhh ;)  



A little more wine and chatting brought a busy but fun evening to a close. We said our 
goodnights and headed back to our hotel for a very late dinner and a few hours sleep. 

Saturday 15th October 
Saturday began with my being just as excited after such a great evening but much less 
nervous having met some really nice people and being made to feel very welcome. 
After a quick breakfast we were off again to be on time for the first workshop of the day. 

Wicca Meir-Spring started the morning off with 
another blessing, this time for ourselves using the 4 
Aces and a personal item we would later wear for 
empowerment or protection. I used my wedding ring. 

Lisa Eddy then led us in an interactive workshop on 
death and regret which was one of my personal 
highlights of the weekend. We explored the five most 
common regrets of the dying and worked in pairs on a 
spread Lisa had designed, reading on a chosen regret 
for each other. I got some very interesting cards for 
my regret and went away with plenty to think over.  

After a short break for tea and chocolate cookies, we carried on our studies with Corrine 
Kenner with a lesson in using Astrology in our reads. We practiced drawing the glyphs 
for each sign and learned about the mythical stories of Gods and Goddesses behind the 
Major Arcana cards. The morning ended with some partnered reading practice on 
interpreting a Major card for the person next to us using some of what we had learned.  

Lunchtime had us all feeling peckish so Annie and I decided to miss the lunchtime 
workshop with Kirsten Buchholzer on 
the Biedermeier Oracle cards and 
headed out to the cafe around the 
corner for something to eat. We were 
joined at our little table out in the 
sunshine by Juliet Sharman-Burke who 
is a good friend of Annie and was going 
to be giving our closing workshop later 
that afternoon. It was lovely to spend 
some time with them both.  



When we got back from lunch and rejoined our tables for our first afternoon session, we 
were treated to some Opera by Philip Carr-Gomm to wake us up a little.  
The Opera Tarot with artist Linda Sutton was due to launch during this session but has 
been delayed. We did get to see some images of the cards though which look very 
beautiful. The practical part of this session included listening to some pieces of music 
while we explored the cards with the feelings it evoked and connecting with our inner 
Divas and Divos which was a lot of fun as well as insightful. No singing was necessary 
which with my voice was definitely a good thing.  

Another break and cuppa later ( this time with mini donuts -we were most definitely 
spoiled! ) Juliet Sharman-Burke guided us out of the Death energy of year 13 into year 
14 and Temperance.  
We explored the place of the angel of Temperance between Death and the Devil in our 
own spiritual journeys and her declining presence in the modern world as moderation 
becomes less valued as a virtue. The day ended on a lovely note with us doing an 
exercise on the Temperance card in our table groups which got us all connecting and 
working together. Temperance in action!  
The day seemed to end so quickly which is always a sign of a good time had. We said 
our farewells to old friends and new and made our way to the pub for dinner and of 
course a drink or two! 

All in all it was a fantastic weekend I would recommend to anyone. 

Kim Arnold has organised and ran the conference for 13 years now and it is one of the 
biggest and best known in the world. You can find out more about her and the 
conference itself at http://tarotconference.co.uk/about/ 

http://tarotconference.co.uk/about/


     Thomson Leng Tarot 

By Richard Avila 

Publisher: 
Thomson Leng 
Publications 
Date Published: 
1935 
Artist: 
Unknown 

While we are taking a close look at the Thomson Leng Tarot, it is over 80 years old and 
definitely out of print. This is less a review than – shall we say – a historical 
consideration. 

Thomson Leng is a publishing company based in London, England, which is still in 
existence. In the 1930s they were a major publisher of women’s magazines, and the 
deck – which was actually billed as Tarot Fortune Cards – was a promotional item which 
appears to have been given away with 
them. At the time, the Thomson Leng 
company published 7 magazines: 
Weekly Welcome, Red Star Weekly, My 
Weekly, Secrets, Red Letter, Woman’s 
Way, and Family Star. (The magazine 
titles are listed both on the tuck box and 
in the back of the included LWB.) 

The deck itself is very interesting. In 
some ways it’s very similar to Rider 
Waite, but in others it differs 
significantly, and appears to be an 
amalgamation of Tarot traditions. The 
cards themselves are small -2.25”x3.5”. 



The card stock is more durable than one would expect from paper manufactured well 
before World War II. Colors are vivid, and consist of yellow, red, blue, and green.  
The back of the deck is blue and white, and the pattern appears to be reversible. It’s a 
shame the name of the artist wasn’t included, because the images on the deck are quite 
charming. Of note is the deck’s overall modesty. There are few – if any – nude figures. 
The four suits are: Cups, Swords, Rods, & Pence. Titles for the court cards are the 
usual Page, Knight, Queen, King. 

Major Arcana are numbered 1 – 22. The Fool is #21, and placed between Judgment 
and World. Names are standard, with the exception of the Great Priestess and the 
Great Priest (Hierophant).  
The Major Arcana are mostly clones of Pamela Coleman Smith’s figures, with some 
notable exceptions. The Magician wears a hat identical to the one seen on the Bateleur 
in Tarot de Marseilles. (We see the same hat later, on the Strength card.)  
The Empress here has wings.  
The Lovers card is another TdM throwback, with 3 figures on the card, leaning it closer 
to ‘choice’ as a definition than ‘romance’.  
The Sun shows two children – a boy and a girl. The Fool at #21 is less about being 
carefree than it is about consequence. In the minors, Cups and Pence (Pentacles) are 
identical to – and obviously stolen from – the Rider Waite. Swords are mostly the same 
as Rider, and Rods (Wands) are completely different. 

The suit of Rods is where the Thomson Leng really steps away from Rider Waite and 
TdM, and moves elsewhere. While they do not resemble Rider Waite, they do look like 
other decks – the Wirth deck, and El Gran Tarot Esoterico spring to mind. And these 
decks indeed do share a common lineage. 

In 1909, while Arthur Edward Waite was publishing Key To The Tarot in London, there 
was another book being published in Paris: Manuel Synthétique et Pratique du Tarot, by 
Eudes Picard. The book was not translated into English until 1932, when portions of it 

were included in The Book of Fate & Fortune 
(author unknown). This of course predates 
the Thomson Leng deck by three years. 
Picard’s card definitions were re-published in 
English again in 1939 and 1945. 

The black and white Four of Wands shown 
here is from Picard’s deck, which he 
apparently drew himself.  
The plant in the middle of the squared rods is 
a sheaf of corn. Picard however, is a bit of a 
mystery.  
After some searching, I discovered he was 
born in Grenoble, France in 1867, and was 



known more as an astrologer than cartomancer. He is not mentioned in either A Wicked 
Pack of Cards or History of the Occult Tarot. 

A 32 page booklet is included along with the deck. There are card definitions and five 
different spreads, which I have not seen elsewhere.  
The definitions for the Rods appear to match Picardy’s. 
The remainder are of unknown origin, and differ significantly from Rider Waite 
meanings.  
Another item of note – which may or may not be due to the influence of Picardy – in this 
deck, Cups are Air & Swords are Water. 
 The Cups are all empty, and many of the Cups cards have a butterfly on them. 

Aside from it's really charming aesthetic, the Thomson Leng deck is interesting for its 
amalgamation of Tarot thought, and its shared heritage with other decks like the Wirth 
and Gran Esoterico. 

Richard Avila 



 Once a Reader, Always a Reader 

By Lara Houston 

I really should have known that ‘reading’ would become a lifetime passion, as far back 
as I can remember, I have been reading. Initially, it was palms, I had an  irresistible  



urge to ask people to show me the palm of their hand so I could see and tell them a little 
something about themselves. 
I was maybe 10 years old when I began reading palms, it felt very natural yet it isn’t 
something that I ever wanted to develop. 
If we look back to our childhood and aspects of our life, we live within the natural realm 
of predicting outcomes.  After all, did not many girls speak out loud: ‘ he loves me, he 
loves me not’, whilst blowing seeds from a dandelion flower away into the universe? 
The ‘dandelion oracle’, sounds good? 

Maybe it is my in-built and natural desire to want to predict outcomes but my initial 
interest was initiated by my lovely Nan, who taught me how to read tea leaves as a 
young child.  
I can still remember my first ‘reading’, it was my nan’s cup of tea and there was a 
distinct tea leaves shape of an aeroplane positioned on the inner side of her china cup. 
It was as clear as anything, I still remember our conversation and her telling me how 
she had never been on a plane but she would like to. Sadly, my nan never did get that 
plane trip but instead, she did get news from overseas and from then on, there was 
another world of patterns and predictions to explore! 

Going back to my palm reading period for a moment, I never did quite learn what all the 
lines on the palm represented. I much preferred my free flow, say what I see method, 
where I used the lines as prompts. 
My under-developed ‘ability’ gradually became my mom’s party piece, whenever her 
friends would come to visit, she would announce my Palm reading ability and ask them 
to show me their palms. 

This was the basis to my reading Tarot cards, it has simply been a natural extension of 
a way that I have always kept company with. 
I am sure that many of us have done similar and It is interesting to hear teachers in 
school asking young inquiring minds to predict outcomes-yes I know, it is in the 
scientific sense but I would say that there is just a little difference.  
With this in mind, I thought it would be an idea to share the above Palmistry resource, 
the imagery offers some understanding of what the lines represent. 

Please feel free to save and use as a learning tool or just keep for reference. 



 The Tarot Party! 

Lara Houston 

Have you and would you?......this is the question. 
Tarot parties are becoming increasingly popular, I would imagine that for some readers, 
reading at a party may not be a consideration for them and yet it can be a very viable 
business consideration. One party could offer a very reasonable fee which could work 
out very time effective. 
But, parties, alcohol and Tarot- how does it mix and can it be mixed successfully? 

I would advise that the reader will 
have to be in control of their reading 
environment and not let the whims 
of the host set the precedence. Of 
course, the customer’s needs are 
important but the skill of compromise 
may be in the hands of the reader. 
A quiet area that offers a little 
privacy is not too much space to ask 
for, at the very least. 
Setting our stall is important, pre 
arrange everything with the host, 
times, fee and where you will read. 
Alcohol can change people’s 
behavior- keep this in mind when 
considering whether to read at 
parties where alcohol is consumed. 
For some readers, it would be a no 
from the onset, practising divination 
needs grounding and focus, can we 
achieve this within such an 
environment? 

Robert Scott has very kindly shared his experience of Party readings and I am sure that 
you will find his advice very helpful. 



Reading for parties
Points to Consider by Robert Scott 

❖ Before the party, maintain good communication on the location and time.
I like to confirm weekly, then day prior,then let them know I'm on my way.

❖ Plan to arrive 15-20 minutes early.
❖ Be sure to meet the host, and

find out where she will be
having you read.

❖ Try to arrange of course for a
room off to the side from the
main party.

❖ Try to stick to 3-5 card
readings.

❖ Keep water with you and keep
drinking water.

❖ Try as much as possible to
keep it light as you aren't going
to solve any major life problems
in your short time there.

❖ Always be sure to pack
business cards and pass them
out.

❖ Have a few decks to rotate through or choose from.
❖ Be sure to take breaks as needed,and set boundaries, such as time limits.
❖ Avoid reading for someone obviously drunk, it won't help them anyway. But if

they insist-keep it basic.



  Just for Fun!



 Tarot Studies 
 With a Difference! 

Do you like to look at things a little differently and think outside the box? If so, we are 
the place for you. 
We want our students to retain and develop their own and very unique insights and 
thoughts on Tarot. Our role is to guide and support each and every one on their journey 
and to help see Tarot from a broader perspective.  

Check out our Courses here and 
don’t forget, our members receive 
great discounts . 

 Click here for ITF Tarot Courses 

Contact us at: tarotfoundation@gmail.com to discuss any aspect of the ITF or the 
Newsletter 

http://internationaltarotfoundation.com/courses-of-study/tarot-courses-from-the-tarot-foundation-non-member/international-tarot-foundation-courses/

